Sports Video Analysis for Player Strength and weakness psychiatry in the context of Object-Relational Data Bases
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Abstract: The advent of video coverage of sports has provided an impetus to develop models for tactics analysis for providing training assistance by summarizing the play tactics from video streams. Though there are plenty of sports data and statistics available, there has been no real effort to scientifically extract value from such data. The rapid growth in size of the match database far exceeds the human abilities to analyze such data, thus creating an opportunity for using data mining on this database. The aim of this work is to mine sports video annotation data to extract knowledge about match play sequences and applying that knowledge for classification of players for developing player specific training taxonomy. The major objective of this paper is to analyze individual player’s performances and to devise a classification technique so as to classify them into appropriate groups using the frequently played patterns and other performance indices like strike rate, six-runs and four-runs. This classification helps the coaches to know the current form of the player and to understand their strengths and weaknesses. With this information, a coach can assess the effectiveness of certain coaching decisions and formulate game strategy for subsequent games. To achieve the objective of this work, video stream of cricket matches were observed manually and ball shot descriptions were taken as annotation and stored into an object-relational data model. Frequently occurring patterns were identified, then further evaluation was carried out on those patterns to group them into different clusters based on their influence in producing success and failure. Classification mechanism is applied to analyze each and every individual player’s strengths and weaknesses to fix them into a respective class of training taxonomy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivations

Although Data Mining has been widely and successfully used in the domain of business operations, Data Mining in sport is just in its infancy (Fielitz and Scott, 2003; Lefton, 2003). In other words, the sports industry has generally been a poor and light user of Data Mining (Jutkins, 1998). An extensive performance study of all the test-playing cricket teams around the world since 1950’s till the 2000s has been done by Barreta et al (2008) and the observations of this study have been pointed out: On taking the performance of Indian team, it was slowly inclined during the period 1950 to 1980 and there was a great fall down during 1980-1990 and then it was at the increasing edge at 2000’s. Now as per the win/loss ratio, India is in 4th position and at highly competitive spectrum. But at the same time Australia is at top level and proven to have spectacular performance. It is evidential that Australia has a strong scout and does effective data analysis on individual player performance. Many other countries are spending massive fund on training and testing the abilities of players. All such activities are relying on human-based knowledge utilization which has very low prospective on continual analysis against fast growing data size.
B. Literature Review

Nowadays, extensive research efforts have been devoted to sport video data analysis in recent years due to their wide viewership and huge commercial potential. Many indexing and retrieval techniques were addressed such as structure based annotation, event based annotation and ontology based annotation. Yatabe et al (2000) proposed a method that has enriched video contents with the objective to provide a multi-layer video object database, based on users' interactive description of video objects. They have modeled a database that will have the ability to organize incomplete descriptions of video objects in each frame, mainly annotation, position and motion and have implemented the prototype system, which provides users functions such as semi-automatic enrichment of annotations, similarity retrieval of objects, and semantic indexing, based on the video object database. In this paper, the authors describe how to concentrate on the objects in video frames and propose a construction method for a video database which is not fully automatic, and needs the assistance of human interaction.

Wang and Parameswaran (2004) have presented a detailed survey on sports video analysis such as slow motion replay, pattern analysis, statistics collection, video archiving, tracking and tactic analysis etc. The authors reviewed the current research in sports video analysis and have discussed the research issues of the field and the potential applications. Assfalg et al (2002) have proposed a temporal logic model to marketable sports video archive and have addressed the problem of detection and recognition of sports highlights from sports videos. Blak et al (2001) have proposed sports video structure analysis both at frame level and shot level. Krishnamurthy (2000) in his research has modeled a framework for annotating game database in object-relational context.

Most of the research on sports video focuses on event detection and summarization. In this scenario, Li and Sezan (2002) have dealt with time segments of football play for event detection. In this approach, play is defined as basic segments of time, then deterministic as well as probabilistic models were developed to detect play and then detected plays are concatenated to generate compact, time compressed summary of original video which contains meaningful action. Ekin and Teklap (2003) have proposed a fully automatic and computationally efficient framework for analysis and summarization of soccer videos using kinematics and object-based features.

Another important research focus on sports video is highlight extraction. Kaufmann et al (2000) have dealt with automatic extracting of highlights for TV baseball programs by detecting audio track features. This approach uses generic sports features and baseball specific feature. Xu et al (2008) have dealt at length this principle for soccer ball in which multimodal framework approach has been adopted for semantic annotation and effective personalized retrieval.

Tracking on sports video is another research topic in sports video analysis. Pingali et al (1998) have proposed a real time tracking model for enhanced broadcast of Tennis game in which spatio-temporal trajectories of motion of players and ball, provide a number of statistics about the game. Such statistics as distance travelled by player, speed, acceleration as well as court coverage patterns can be used for enhancement in broadcast. Sudhir et al (n.d) have dealt with a different approach for tracking players which involves content based retrieval for baseline rallies, passing shots, server and volleying etc. An improved approach has been adopted in literature (Nepal et al 2001) where content based retrieval is based on high-level semantic descriptions rather than the traditional low-level features such as motion, color, texture, beat and loudness. YuX et al (2003) have described trajectory-based ball detection and tracking through semantic analysis on broadcast video of soccer games.

One of the major aims of sports video analysis is to provide assistance for training. There is a need to summarize the play tactics from video streams. Much research has been done on classifying a play sequence into an existing tactic pattern and recognizing unknown patterns. Han et al (2002) proposed a multimodal integration with semi-automatic annotation for tactic analysis in baseball. The same attempt has been done by Assfalg et al (2002) for soccer game. Babaguchi et al (2002) proposed intermodal collaboration approach for American football. Sudhir et al (1998), Wang
and Parameswaran (2003) have proposed feature classification for tactics analysis in tennis game.

Choudhury et al (2007) proposed a neural network based outcome prediction on cricket tournaments. To train the neural networks, they used results of various matches played by the teams in the past 10 years. Once trained, the current tournament's match information will be run through the neural networks. Possible input variables include, for each team, number of matches played, number of matches won, number of matches lost, recent standings of teams, conditions of match locations, number of times a team reached the quarterfinal stages and the semifinal stages of a tournament, as well as number of tournaments a team won. The domains used for training and testing include overall performance in the tournament. To predict a tournament’s outcome, the data through all the networks are run and the scores for each team are added up. The team with the highest score is the winner.

Duckworth and Lewis (2008) stated a new principle to give an effective solution to calculate revised target to tackle real time problem of inclement weather (such as rain or bad light). Adopting this philosophy in a one-day match, could easily prevent the match from completing in a single day due to time constraints. New Zealand Cricket (NZC) Team identified the need to help coaches and the captain in determining their match play strategy in real time to make decisions at any point during the innings most likely to produce a win. New Zealand Cricket now has a single data mart with models that are easy for coaches and others to use for real-time match data analysis and decision making. This work was done using SAS software tool which provides New Zealand with a competitive edge in matches. It is also helping to develop players’ skills. This information has been published in the website: www.sas.com/newzealand

C. Existing Vs Proposed System

This research area centers on the Indian cricket team and evaluating their performance using the concepts of data mining. This research work is specifically tailored for cricket coaches and statisticians. The process of match data gathering and analyzing them for identifying any fascinating patterns is quite obligatory nowadays. Data Mining can be viewed as the process of extracting previously unknown information from large databases and utilizing this information to advance the development and to take key decisions. Very few efforts has been taken to extract knowledge from cricket data base, but they all are concentrating at statistical information like runs scored, matches played, batting average, strike rate and the like. Through this statistical analysis, the performance can be analyzed and each player and team can be rated accordingly. But this analysis cannot help to rectify anomalies and to formulate tactical coaching strategies to further improve the performance. To improve the performance and rating of players, it is necessary to know the strengths and weaknesses of them prioritize and train them in such a way to pick up their strengths and resolve their weaknesses. On developing individual spirit, automatically the team spirit raises up.

Finally, the highly interesting patterns are analyzed for their interrelationship using association mining techniques. On extracting a particular player’s frequent patterns summary, if most of them are under six, four or run yielding, then that player is fitted to the form ‘excellent’, and so on. Based on that intelligence, the team coaches will determine the best short-term strategy. It might be, for example, to change the batting order and advise the new batsman what he and his partner should do during their next course of action and to change the fielding positions according to the type of ball drive and strike. The proposed research work predicts an outcome based on the point-in-time situation, and the coaches use this prediction to determine the best course of action.

II. METHODOLOGY

The raw data from Cricket matches were initially collected using a specialized system designed for logging cricket annotation data. Annotation is the markup definition of ball shots which includes different actions such as bowling, batting, and fielding and the description of the entities involved in those actions, their role, relationships and the type of action they performed and finally the result turn out of that ball shot. This can be done manually by the people who boast expressive familiarity in cricket match.
To carry out this trial, a wide collection of annotations to the extent of 20,000 ball shots were taken in the cricket master table which is constructed in oracle 10g application development wizard. The proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 1. Cricket match has granularities at different level which can be modeled into a concept hierarchy as shown in Figure 2.

A. Data Modeling

Since cricket match concept hierarchy shown in Figure 3 has been structured as a collection of objects and its relevant actions, the model developed to depict this data is termed as Object-Action Model. This model describes the entire ball by ball scenario of each event that occurs in the match. Here, object-relational data model is established which encapsulates and relates the objects that are involved in a particular action.

Cricket database model is structured at multilevel hierarchy as shown in Figure 2, where a ball sequence is considered being an event. Each event consists of a unique identifier ‘ballid’ which can be used as the primary key of the cricket database, three actions such as: Action-1, Action 2 and Action 3, and result of that ball shot. An action intern consists of many objects like entities of an action and its description and also a singular attribute relationship between events. An entity object refers to the name of the player involved in that particular action along with his role and identification. Each action may have two entities. The description object comprises a set valued attribute where each element in the set defines different styles of action attempt. The data model encompasses different granularity levels that are incorporated in the form of alphanumeric representation of the ball identifier which is used as the key attribute of the match master table.

Object-Relational Data Structure for Cricket data

With reference to the concept hierarchy given in Figure 3, the cricket database schema definition is formed in Object-Relational data model, and further the ball shot annotations are stored in this database. The cricket database structure is as follows:

\{ballid, Action1, Action 2, Action 3, Result\}
Action \{\{<Entity 1>, <Entity 2>, ...\}, Relation, Dlist\}
Entity \{ EName, Role, Attributeid \}
Description \{D1, D2, D3, Dn\}

The data model as described in previous section will be modeled using Object-Relational Database Structure. Once after the Object-Relational table structure for the cricket dataset is created, then the annotations of ball shots can be input through an interface.
B. Data Preprocessing

High dimensional data can pose problems for predictive models or machine learning because many attributes may redundant or highly correlated which can lead to degradation of prediction accuracy. Since the foremost efficient mining algorithms are all pertinent for simple relational data base structures, preprocessing is a good solution to deal with complex data. After the data input, a series of consistency checks are performed to ensure that the data are accurate as possible before any analysis occurs. The original object-relational storage of cricket data is seem to be very complex and has very high storage requirement and slow down the search process drastically. To effectively extract information from a huge amount of data on complex databases, Data Mining algorithms must be efficient and scalable. Since it is difficult to abstract the relevant information from the complex database, reducing the size complexity of the database will improve the efficiency. Reduction of complexity is achieved through Attribute-Oriented Induction based Data generalization. After generalization, the space complexity is reduced to some extent but still it seems to be required to do compression and dimension reduction. Compression yields a good rate of space complexity reduction and dimension reduction simplifies the database by identifying more relevant attributes for mining.

C. Player Strength and Weakness Analysis

To formulate player specific coaching strategies, the coaches must analyze and realize the individual player performance by means of their strengths and weaknesses. In this scenario, strength means the player’s ability to drive successful patterns most frequently and weaknesses represents their frequent attempts to unsuccessful patterns. This analysis has been done for different roles(bowler and batsman) of players.

Before initiating this analysis, the patterns must be thoroughly analyzed and categorized according to their outcomes. For example, while looking for batsman strength, the patterns that are driving the ball to maximum strike rate in the sense of hitting most likely sixes and fours are considered. But at the same time while dealing with bowler the strength means lower strike rates most likely no runs and wicket falls are considered.

D. Pattern Analysis and Clustering

Each and every pattern must be evaluated against its yield and should be grouped accordingly. For this grouping, the evaluation constraint is strike rate which is computed as given in equation (1):

\[
\text{Strike Rate}(P_i) = \frac{\text{Total Run Scored}}{\text{Count}(P_i)}
\]  

(1)

To do so, for a batsman, the pattern having more strike rate will be considered as good pattern and can be used for tactical training. But for a bowler and fielder, the pattern with low strike rate is treated as good pattern and can be used for tactical training most likely to win. There are two sets of clusters maintained: one for batting and another for bowling and fielding. The Knowledge for clustering patterns is given as below:

For batsman view:

- if strike rate > 1.0 then pattern => ‘Goodbat’ Cluster
- else if strike rate > 0.7 and 1.0 then pattern => ‘Averagebat’ Cluster
- else if strike rate < 0.7 then pattern => ‘Deprived bat’ Cluster

For bowler and field view:

- if strike rate < 0.7 then pattern => ‘Goodbowl’ Cluster
- else if strike rate > 0.7 and 1.0 then pattern => ‘AverageBowl’ Cluster
- else if strike rate > 1.0 then pattern => ‘Deprived Bowl’ Cluster

To compute probability of a player P belongs to a class C, frequently played patterns of that player is taken and the parameters X,Y and Z are measured for each pattern according to its existence in pattern clusters.
The probability values are helping to determine the current form of the players. Batsman’s form is classified as good, average and bad based on the following criteria:

- If $P_1 > 0.5$ and $P_3 < 0.2$ then
  Batsman form is “Good”

- If $P_1, P_2, P_3 \geq 0.4$ and $< 0.5$ then
  Batsman form is “Average”

- If $P_3 > 0.5$ then
  Batsman form is “Bad”

Similarly

- If $P_1 > 0.5$ and $P_3 < 0.2$ then
  Bowler form is “Good”

- If $P_1, P_2, P_3 \geq 0.4$ and $< 0.5$ then
  Bowler form is “Average”

- If $P_3 > 0.5$ then
  Bowler form is “Bad”

That is the batsman form is classified as good if he most likely plays more run yielding patterns and least likely plays low run yielding patterns. Similarly there are predefined set of conditions for average and bad patterns. Further, Bowlers are classified as good if he most likely plays low run yielding as well as wicket hitting patterns and least likely plays more run yielding patterns.

E. Tactical Training Patterns

After classifying players into appropriate classes, tactical training module will be started. For every player, all his good patterns may be considered as his strength and are taken as tactical patterns to initiate tactical pattern based training to uphold his strength. And all his bad patterns may be considered as his weakness for which sufficient training must be given to tackle those ball shots in a successful way. For all bad and average patterns found, it is necessary to identify corresponding alternative style from good pattern cluster and this alternative suggestion will be assumed in diverting the unsuccessful leadings into successful one to most likely to score more. This process is presented in Figure 3.
F. Classification of New Players

This is developed for existing players based on their frequently played patterns since they have enough track records of prior play styles. Despite of the new players who have joined the team very recently may not have sufficient track record to extract frequently played patterns, tactical training must be given to them. But at the same time on admitting a new player into the tactical training requires additional care on generating their frequent pattern summary. To collect this information, the new player can be subjected for few tactical tests as well as their play track in state level or regional level can be considered. For a sample, the new player Munef Patel is taken into account here and his ball shot track has been extracted from the few test matched he took part in. through this system, his current form is acknowledged as ‘Average batsman’.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At final, the preprocessed cricket dataset is in the form analogous to relational data where any existing mining algorithms can be applied to extract useful information. Space complexity is analyzed by comparing the initial ORDBM dataset versus reduced dataset. The result plotted in Figure 4 proves that the compressed dataset size is only 16.354% of the initial object relational dataset size and also the size of both database (ORDBMS and compressed) growing linearly.

On implementing this clustering and classification for player strength and weakness analysis, the players of Indian Cricket team has been classified and this is given in Table 6. The above result was compared with current rating which has been published by ICC and it seems to be matched. For clarification player rating is given here for courtesy.

Correctness Measure

In classification problems, it is commonly assumed that all objects are uniquely classifiable which means that each training sample can belong to only one class. Accuracy of classification is measured using a test set of objects for which the class labels are known.
Accuracy is estimated as the ratio between the number of correct class predictions and the total number of test samples. 

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{No. of Correct Predictions}}{\text{Total No. of Samples}} \quad (2)
\]

In order to evaluate the correctness and accuracy of the clustering algorithm, test data set is fed into the pattern cluster system. Around 10,000 ball shots were given for testing. Those patterns which are having null strike rate possess problem on classification. This can be treated by null value theorem. In this test, out of 10,000 test samples, only for 9446 samples, class prediction was correct and the remaining samples are wrongly classified due to null value and underflow. Hence, the classifier accuracy is found to be 94%.

### IV. CONCLUSION

Cricket match video source of various matches held were collected, annotated and stored in a well structured Object-Relational model. The volume and space occupancy of initial data set was massive and it was multifarious. Hence effectual preprocessing was done to reduce the space and time complexities. The observed results prove that the compressed dataset size is only 16.354% of the initial object relational dataset size and also the size of both database (ORDBMS and compressed) growing linearly. Therefore, improve the efficiency of further mining process. All possible frequent patterns are extracted without repeated scanning and also without swapping overhead. Frequent pattern set has been generated by applying summarization procedure over PCA results, and this novel approach is proven to be a time effective one. In depth analysis on the resultant frequent patterns gives more knowledge clues for the tactical training. Classification simplifies the process of player strength and weakness identification and the players are classified according to their strengths and weaknesses in order to develop player specific tactical training strategies. Clustering patterns according to their most likely outcome helps in formulating generic tactical training strategies. This system also classifies new players in appropriate class for training. Tactical analysis helps to find the abilities of the players and assists in coaching. This will help in identifying the efforts taken by players for measuring their performance. This work can be extended for the video sequences of other games like basket ball, football and the like with necessary modifications and advanced data base concepts.
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